[Study of fraction amplitude of low frequency fluctuation on resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging in adultperipheral facial paralysis].
Objective: To analysis the change of brain functional activity in the left and right peripheral facial paralysis by using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (R-fMRI) of fraction amplitude of low frequency fluctuation(fALFF) measurement technique, and research the abnormal brain region with different side patients whether there are differences. Methods: A total of 43 patients with peripheral facial paralysis patients (patient groups, divided into left / right two subgroups) and 21 healthy volunteers (control group) in this study.Resting-state fMRI were acquired for each volunteer and patient. The fALFF approach was used to compare the peripheral facial paralysis groups to healthy group.Functional analysis was performed with brain function analysis software REST and DPARSFA , and then analysis the difference of two groups of patients and control group in two sample t test.At the same time, the correlation analysis between fALFF parameters map of the left and right side of two groups of patients and corresponding facial nerve grading TFGS score.Ultimately obtain a statistically significant brain regions. Results: Compared to healthy group, the decreased fALFF areas in the left side facial paralysis were showed in the right superior temporal gyrus , the pole of the right temporal, right middle temporal gyrus, the left occipital gyrus, and left medial cingulate gyrus, left paracentral lobule, and the left supplementary motor area; while the increased brain regions have the right superior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus, the right precentral gyrus, bilateral inferior temporal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus.Compared to healthy group, the decreased fALFF areas in the right side facial paralysis were showed in the right inferior temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus, the left inferior occipital gyrus, the left superior parietalgyrus, the left inferior parietalgyrus, left precuneus, left paracentral lobule, the left supplementary motor area; while the increased brain regions have the left Calcarine, right lingual gyrus, corpus callosum, right medial cingulum gyrus.In the left facial paralysis group TFGS score was positively correlated with brain regions have left middle frontal gyrus, left precuneus and left cuneus, while the negatively related brain area on the right lingual gyrus.In the right facial paralysis groups TFGS score was positively correlated with brain areas have right inferior temporal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus, left inferior parietalgyrus; while the negatively correlated brain area on the left superior temporal gyrus, the right medial frontal gyrus. Conclusion: The left and right side facial paralysis patient's mood and motor function integration mechanism may be different, and the patient's emotional and psychological changes may be associated with disease severity.